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PISTON MEASUREMENT AND ASSEMBLY

Technical and economic advantages –
many new opportunities
Precise:
| Measurement of difficult to measure characteristics inclu-

HAFNER offers a compact program of innovative solutions for measuring and assembling pistons –

ding proof of capability (circlip groove, concentricity of the

Modular measurement and assembly

from single modules to complete lines. HAFNER sets new standards hereby, regarding measuring

Depending on customer need, HAFNER technology

technology, user- and setup-friendliness and also digitization.

circlip groove to the pin hole, etc.)
| Continuous feedback of the measurement results to
upstream processing machines for post-processing

modules may be applied fl exibly:

| Measuring: offset of the pin boss | compression height | bowl depth | diameter of the piston |

| SPC measurements of specific characteristics in indi-

pin boss | ovality | circlip groove | distance and twist of piston bosses | rectangularity | weight

Safe:

vidual stations
| Inline post-process measurement to qualify characteris-

| Check: detect chips | surface damages | contour accuracy | coating quality | positional orientation

| Classification of pistons by any characteristics

| Poka-Yoke (mistake-proofing) for setup parts without
adjustment work during change over

tics processed and to directly feed back critical process

| Assembly: piston rings | circlips | pins | cover plates | keeper pins

parameters for process control

| Digital Poka-Yoke for assembly parts, e.g. automatic comparison of the material numbers during refill

| Customized measuring and assembly modules used

By using the new retooling concept FAST CHANGE, HAFNER opens up an economically interest-

within End Of Line (EOL) machines

ing perspective for highly flexible production planning:

| Operator guidance in case of installation adjustments
depending on the corresponding error

| EOL measuring and assembly machines incl. additional
features (classification, marking, traceability)

| Direct cost reduction based on up to 90 % shorter setup times

| Piston individual adaptation of the assembly process by
means of integrated measuring technology

| Highly flexible production > even small batches can be processed economically

Transparent:

| Minimal capital commitment for temporary storage due to the possibility of economically

| Filing and visualization of measuring and process data

measuring and assembling small batches

| Transparency by documenting all mounted components
of the piston

EOL measuring machine for pistons 60 – 110mm
Features:
| combined rolling and brushing
| crown contour

Measuring modules for piston

| bowl, valve niche, compression height

crown, groove width, groove root

| rectangularity

diameter and circlip groove
Assembly module
for piston rings

| diameter D1-D4
| groove root diameter and groove clearance
| groove width N1, N2, N3
| circlip groove Ø
| weight
| classification by any measured characteristic

